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Small intro about MyGlassStudio: 

MyGlassStudio's glass tableware and dinnerware designs are handmade in Europe and create those 

(magic) touches that make a house, a home. Its unique designs include the luxury bento dinner plates, 

exclusive dinnerware collections, home accessories, serve ware and modern decorative pieces. 

Originally, MyGlassStudio designs and creates dinnerware concepts for the high-end hospitality industry. 
The leader in glass manufacturing in all glass tableware, except drinkware. With a library of 1800 shapes, 
170 colors and 200 patterns, it is able to create “Only and Exactly What the Customer Needs”. A tableware 
concept unique and exclusive for each restaurant. 
 
The Bento Dinner Plate Collection 

The luxury picnic set bento box is part of the bento dinner plates collection. A unique design concept 

which is ideal for home use as a jewelry organizer, high tea box or unique gift. The cover of the bento 

basket has a bronze handle, and the basket itself is carried around with the metal loop handle. The 

extensive range of bento dinner plates can be found in some of the worlds’ most demanding hotel 

operations. The bento box plates are sturdy, stackable and food safe. 

The Bento Dinner Plate Collection is based on 4 main ideas: 1. Covered dinner plates, 2. Super-hygienic 

material, 3. Versatility and 4. Needed now - Used forever. 

MyGlassStudio redesigned tableware: The Bento Dinner Plate set was created as a collection of covered 

dinner plates including soup bowls, appetizer and main course plates. It is a fusion of the Asian bento 

box and the European fine dining dinner set that came as a new solution in 2020. Originally started as a 

collection to help hoteliers delight the first guests through a sense of safety and a new creative idea. 

Products that are needed now, but they are going to be used forever. They are oven and dishwasher 

safe, leak-proof, chlorine bleach resistant, super durable and best of all... a Joy to Use! 

Here are some more of their features: 

✓ Covered. They come together with the lid.  
✓ Made of glass; a sanitizable & nonporous material 
✓ Able to be pre-heated without food up to 140oC / 280oF for more than 8 hours  
✓ Stackable 
✓ Food safe and non-toxic (no lead or cadmium) materials  
✓ Resistant to acids contained in ingredients such as vinegar, tomato and lemon 
✓ Freezer safe up to -20oC / -4oC  
✓ Resistant to cutlery with up to 52% carbon on the Rockwell Hardness scale  
✓ Lightweight 

 
With only 5 shapes and 11 colors to match every home interior, the combinations are many; a collection 

that can be used in multiple ways. The items can also be combined with accessories such as basket holders, 

napkin rings, cutlery rests, serving trays and bento servers. 


